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Abstract

This paper presents two possible interpretations of the notion of

enthymematic entailment. The first explains enthymematic entailment in

terms of logical derivability; the second gives an explanation in terms of

logical necessity and material implication. Two explanations, previously

proposed by Anderson and Belnap, can be formulated as special cases of the

second treatment. But the latter does not suffer from the drawbacks that

these special cases can easily be seen to have.
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ENTHYMEMES*

Manyan argument accepted as correct in everyday conversation or in

scientific discussion is invalid whenconsidered in the frameworkof symbolic

logic: every plausible symbolization of such an argument into a formal logical

system will be invalid. One can however transform such an argument into a

valid argument (Le., one that has a valid natural symbolization) by adding

to its premises c~rtain hypotheses that are considered to be evident in the

context in which the argument is given. SUchelliptical arguments are called

enthymemes.

There maybe somedispute about what sort of things arguments really

are. Here we will identify themwith ordered pairs consisting of a set of

sentences--the premises of the argument--and a sentence--the conclusion of the.

argument. This identification does not, wemaintain, distort the issues with

,mich this paper deals.

In a genel'al discussion of enthymemesit is convenient ~ to require

that every errthymeme be formally an i.nvalid argument. An enthymemeis to be

sirnply an argument that can be converted into a valid argumentby adding

certain sentences to its premises. Thus, some, though not necessarily all,

arguments are errthymemesj and all valid arguments are enthymemes,though not

all enthymemesare necessarily valid arguments.

>frlethera given argument is an enthymemedepends on what sentences may

be added as premises to convert it into a valid argument. If, for example,
* 'Ille work reported herein was supported by SDCand Grant l-R01-LM-Go065-0l,
English Discourse Structure, for the Public Health Service, U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare.
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one admits all true sentences for this purpose, then for every true sentence

¢)< !\, ¢> (where!\ is the empty set) will be an enthymemebecause wemayadd

¢ to the premises and obtain <{¢},¢>, which is a valid argument since ¢

follows from itself (in any plausible sense of "follows").

On the other hand, wemay consider the limiting case where the set of

sentences that we admit as additional premises is empty. Here an argument

will be an enthymemeonly if it is valid. In general, the question as to

whether a given argument'~s an enthymemedepends on the set of sentences that

maybe added as premises. Wewill refer to this set as the background

knowledge.

The concept of which wewant to give a formal account is "The argument

. <S,s> is an enthymemerelative to the background knowledgeA," or as wewill

say henceforth:

(1) "s follows enthymematically from S, moduloA."

An explication of (1) within a formal system depends on the way in which we

, treat the word "follows." If we interpret "s follows from S" as "s is a

logical consequence of S," then wemayproceed thus:

Let .l: be a formal language; let the relation r~¢ (read: ,,¢ is a consequence of f")

between sets r of formulae of ;; and formulae ¢ of ;; be given, and be such
that if r r;;;r' and r t= ¢, then r' 1= ¢.

Vie define:

Definiti.on 1. r F (l)¢ (Mod 6) if ruAI= ¢.

Definition 2. rf= (2)¢ (Mod A) if there is a finite subset A' of 6 such that
rU6'f= ¢.
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Definition 3. r F (3)¢ (Mod. s) if there is a x€~ such that rU(xJF ¢.

Clearly:

(2) for all rand ¢, if rF(3)~ (Mod. ~) then r 1=.c2)¢(Mod 1I),

and

(3) if rl=(2)¢ (Mod ~) then rF(l)¢ (Mod ~).

But the converses of (2) and (3) are not true in general. The converse of

(3) holds if and only if £ is compact (indeed, the converse of (3) is a natural

definition of comPactness). The converse of (2) holds in particular if ~ is

closed under conjunctions.

We also consider the phrase:

(4) ,,¢follows enthymema tically from f'

where W is a sentence rather than a set of sentences. It seems natural to

explicate (4) as ,,¢ follows enthymematically from (W)" where the latter phrase

can be defined by definition 1, 2, or 3. However, at this point our approach

seems less convincing. On the one hand enthymeme (modulo ~) seems to be a

logical ternary relation, the arguments of which are a set of sentences, a

sentence, and a set of sentences, respectively; and as such should be explained

in terms of metama thema tical notions. On the other hand (4) seems to be nothing

but a paraphase for:

(5) "¢ follows from \[1"

in its usual contextually dependent sense. n rrAnd even though the word follows

III (4) or (5) does not have the grammatical character of a sentential connec-

tive, other English expressions that are presumably paraphases of (4), like

\

I
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(6) "¢, since ~," "¢, for ~," "~; therefore ¢"
clearly are built up from ¢ and ~ by application of a binary sentential

connective. Thus, if we want to give a formal explication of (6) we certainly

ought to treat "since" (in the sense intended here) as a binary sentential

connective.

In order to give such an explication, let us turn to general pragmatics

and let us represent ,,¢ follows from f' (in the ·absolute, not contextually

dependent, sense of "follows") as 0 (¢- ~). Let.r. be a language for general

pragmatics that contains the l-place sentential operator '0' and the 2-place

eentential operator' I~I. Let.c' be the language that we obtain by omitting Ie> ,

from .L. Wedefine the semantics for .c in terms of a given semantics for .cI as

follows:

A standard interpretation for .r. is a pair <i?I., tv ;mere t1' is a possible

interpretation* for .cI and /:, is a set of sentences of .c'. Let <ct, tv be a
standard interpretation for t. Let {I[= <A,F,R>. Satisfaction in «}l,tv is

I defined as follows: Let Dbe the set of all those j € DomA such that for

all X€ll, X is truer" ,. Let 01' be the triple <A,F,R'>, ;mere
·'lI J

(i) Dom R' = Dom HJ(~),

(ii) RI ~ DomR = R,

(iii) RI~= «i,I,Ie>: i e DomA, II:: DomA,

K I:: Dom A and I!1Dc K. )

* See [3]
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Thenfor any formula ¢ of 'J: and assignment ~ (to the variables, of appropriate

objects connected with 01) and i € DomA, weput:

(7) ~ sat<a,~,i ¢
Oneeasily verifies that

iff a sat I i ¢.*- OL ,
if ¢ is a formula of X~ then

(8) !!:. sat<cr,~, i ¢ iff !!:. satJi, i ¢.
Further we see that for sentences ¢, V of X'

(9) ¢ e-oV is true< t> i iff for all j € DomAwhich are
'r • (f, ,

such that for all X€t>, X is

/'

true<~,~ .
7/" <V', J

¢ is :true<~ A~ j then V is true<,~~ .,
vr...,L..\.-'"""J VlJ ,J

in any standard interpretation (a,t» for J:, "¢ .1."e-o, can be regarded

it is the case that if

Thus,

as meaning: "V follows enthymematical1yfrom ¢ relative to the background

knowledgez ."

The representation of enthymematicimplication developed here showsa

strong resemblance to Definition 1 above. However,by modifying (iii)

above we obtain representations which showresemblance to Definitions 2 and 3

respectively, rather than to Definition L E'or replacement of (iii) by

H' «i,r,K>:
fro<

(iii' ) i € DomAand r~ DomA

and there is a finite subset t> of t>o
such thatK ~ r n (j € DomA: for all

X€t> X is true", .Ilo </(, J

1nstearl of (9) gives

* For the definition of '~ satq!i ¢I see [3).

,

:

,)

,
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(9') ~e-''iT is true<,~ A~ • if there is a finite subset D. of D.
voU/,J. 0

such that for all j € DomA it is the case that if for all X€D.o' X is

true"171,e-, j then if ~is true"01,ll>,j' 'iT is true<i;t,L?, j;

and replacement of (iii) by
•
(11i") R' = «i,I,K>: i € Dom A and Is: DomAe-e

and K c DomA and there is a

X€D. such that K;;2 'r n (j € DomA:
"

X is trueO'l,j)}
if there is X€D. such that for allgives (9") ~e-''iT is true<... A~ •

U[,~, J.

j € DomA if X is true<yr,ll>,j and ~ is true G. A~ •u,LY",J

then 'iT is true ~,/::;>,j.

Clause (iii") leads to a formal explication of enthymema.ticimplication

that comesclose to the proposal given by Andersonand Belnap [1], p. 719:

they define "p enthymematically implies q" (where 'p' and 'q' are propositional

/ variables) as

(10) (3r) (rt\(p'\r'-Iq), where-{ is the entailment relation

previously formalized by them in their systemE [2]. Indeed, Anderson

and Belnap re ject the explication of "p follows from q" by "0 (!£+p),II for

the reasons hinted at in [2].

I:IIhowevel)we disregard this difference in the representation of lip

follows from q," their proposal is really a special case of our last

explication (the one based upon clause (11i"). Indeed wemayrestrict

the notion of a standard interpretation for .c to those pairs «A,F,FC>,t:.>

where 0 € DomA (we think of 0 as the point of reference to the actual world)
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and 6 is the set of sentences of 1- which are true<<A,F,R>,6,0'

In such interpretations <a,t:» we have according to (11i"),

(11) is true",,,,6> ° if there is a X€6such that
Vl1 ,

for all j € DomA if X is true<a-,ll>,O

and ¢ is true",,,,,ll> ° then ¢e->'I' is true",,, s» 0'
VL, , 1.'1:, ,

Then,if 'I' is true",,,, " 0' ¢ e-<'I' is true ....~ !D 0' (Take 'I' for X in
1,'CI U', -V", -

(11); if ¢ is not true<11,t:»,o then again, taking ¢ for X, we see that

¢ e--'I' is true<Oi,ti;,o' So if ¢-o'l' is true<a,t:»,o then ¢e-o'l' is true't:!-,t:»,O'

Onthe other hand, if ¢-o'l' is not true<a,ll>,O' then clearly ¢ e--'I' is not

true<:.. !D 0')
[,Il.' ,

Enthymematicentailment thus reduces to material implication. That

in such interpretations enthymematicentailment collapses with material

implication is in part due to the way in .mich we have represented "follows

fran." But the fact that "¢e-of' holds .menever 'I' is true is independent

of this representation, and this fact alone makes this notion of entailment

unsatisfactory.

In another proposal, Andersonand Belnap render "p enthymematically

implies '1" as '(3r) (Or/l(p'\r-<q))' ([1], p. 721). This proposal corresponds

to the following restriction on standard interpretations:

Weconsider only those interpretations «A,F,R>,ll> .mere 0 € DomA

and 6N is the set of sentences of 1- that are truecr,i for all i € DomA.

Then according to (9"):

¢e--1\t is true<a,6r?O iff for all j € DomA if ¢ is true<q,6?,j

then 'I' is true<a,6?j'
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and so ¢~W reduces to 0 (~W);so

this solution is also unsatisfactory. Indeed, the interesting cases

are those where !:Jo
c !:J c!:JW Only in such a case may we expect some sentences

~W to be true (at 0), whereas ¢e-'W is false (at 0) and at the same time

some sentences ¢~W to be true, whereas 0 (~*)fails.

I
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